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Overview
Oracle NoSQL offers a non relational, distributed and horizontally scalable datastore to achieve 
high availability with a simplified data model. 

The article describes how to setup a 3-node Oracle NoSQL Kvstore datacenter on Oracle 
Virtualbox. The objective of the demonstration is to allow users to setup the datacenter on their 
local environment and carry out hands-on activities in regards to NoSQL administration. 

The article starts with a brief introduction to NoSQL and the Oracle offering. It lists the prerequisite 
products used for the demonstration and summarizes the setup information. Later the datacenter 
deployment has been demonstrated in detail supported with required screenshots.

NoSQL: The Introduction
NoSQL is one of the emerging database solution in the world today. Very often, it is misunderstood 
as anti SQL, but it is not true. It carries the name "Not Only SQL" for the fact that it doesn't uses 
SQL, contrary to the conventional database systems. 

The key objective behind the evolution of NoSQL solution was to cope up the high growth of semi 
structured data and real time processing. The Web 2.0 platforms expressed their concerns over 
the availability, scalability, and flexibility of RDBMS products. On the other hand, NoSQL database 
facilitates, perhaps meant for high availability, flexibility and its scaling out capabilities. Several top 
tier websites like Amazon, Facebook and Twitter employ NoSQL solution to yield maximum 
availability and quick performance by virtue of its high throughput and low latency features. 

Overall, NoSQL doesn't provides a soul database management system but just a data repository. 
Contrary to the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Integrity and Durability) compliance, NoSQL 
database solution complies with BASE (Basically Available, Soft state, Eventually consistent) 
model. Most of NoSQL databases are key value stores, while several database products have also 
been registered as columnar, document based and graph based under NoSQL category.

Oracle brings its own NoSQL database product which is built on Berkley DB java platform. Berkley 
DB has been a proven XML based storage model over the last decade. Oracle NoSQL database is 
a distributed key value store which is built on set of storage nodes. In recent times, Oracle NoSQL 
product has caught the attention in the community by to its inclusion in the Oracle Big Data solution 
for real time data processing.

Currently, the NoSQL database is available in two flavors namely, Community edition and 
Enterprise edition. 

The Oracle NoSQL database product can be downloaded from the below link
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/nosqldb/downloads/default-495311.html 

Assumptions
The article presumes that the user has preliminary understanding of the Oracle NoSQL database 
architecture and related terminologies.

For quick recapitulation, Oracle NoSQL works as a key-value store where all the operations 
(populating the store and data retrieval) are carried out using java. A storage node is the physical 
machine which hosts the set of replication nodes (preferably one). Replication nodes are evenly 
grouped under replication groups. Within each replication group, one of the replication nodes acts 
as the Master, while all other nodes its Replicas. While only the master replication node services 
the write requests, all the replication nodes are available for reading requests. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/nosqldb/downloads/default-495311.html


Products used and system requirements
For demonstration, we shall use a system with 8GB RAM as the demo hosts three virtual box 
machines. In addition, below software installations are required

1. Oracle Virtualbox 4.1.18
2. Oracle Enterprise Linux 5.5 (or above) for virtual box machines
3. Oracle NoSQL executables (For demonstration, we will use enterprise edition)

System setup information
Create three linux virtual box machines in the virtualbox namely, NoSQL1, NoSQL2, and NoSQL3.

 Ensure that the below activities are done to effectively communicate across the virtual machines.

1. Virtualbox guest additions are installed on all the three virtual machines
2. Enable the network adapter to attach to Host-only adapter in order to communicate across 

the virtualbox machines
3. Java edition in the virtual machines must be "1.6.0_25". Use #java -version and 

#which java to verify the java path.
4. The Oracle NoSQL database software has been shared with all the three virtual machines 

and moved to a static directory
5. Try to display the Oracle NoSQL version using the below command. The output 

11gR2.1.2.123 verifies the activity successfully.

#java -jar kvclient-1.2.123.jar
11gR2.1.2.123

6. Verify the communication among the virtual machine. Obtain the virtual machine ip-address 
using #ifconfig command and use #ping -c 3 <ip address> to check the 
communication.



Now once the virtual machines are ready, we can kick off the deployment of Oracle NoSQL Kvstore 
on the virtualbox. Start all the three machines.

Deployment of Oracle NoSQL Kvstore
The steps listed below would progressively demonstrate the creation and deployment of a 3-node 
Kvstore "SBHKVstore" on virtualbox. The three virtual machines, hereby referred as Nodes would 
behave as Storage Nodes in the KVstore.

In all the cases, the prompt shall notify the virtual machine on which the command has been 
executed. In addition, all the commands executed carry comments enclosed in //.

Step 1: Create KVStore on all the three Nodes

Create a directory SBHKVstore on all the three virtualbox machines. The directory is the physical 
kvstore in the datacenter.

[root@NoSQL1 ~] mkdir /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore
[root@NoSQL2 ~] mkdir /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore
[root@NoSQL3 ~] mkdir /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore

Step 2: Create the "Boot Config" configuration and start the SNA process on each of the 
three nodes

//Navigate to the /u01/kv-1.2.123/lib directory//
[root@NoSQL1 ~]cd /u01/kv-1.2.123/lib

//Make the "boot-config" configuration file. Note the registery port [5000] and admin port [5001]. Harange  
is a required parameter which provides range of available port number to be allocated to the replication  
nodes//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# java -jar kvstore-1.2.123.jar makebootconfig -root 
/u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore -port 5000 -admin 5001 -host 192.168.56.101 
-harange 5010,5100
You have mail in /var/spool/mail/root

Once the "boot config" configuration file has been created, let us have a look at the files created in 
out kvstore.

//List the files in the SBHKVstore//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# ls /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore
config.xml  security.policy

The file config.xml contains the kvstore configuration parameters. The file security.policy contains 
the administration policy definition for the current store.

//Show the contents of config.xml. Note that it lists all the configuration parameters// 
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# cat /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore/config.xml
<config version="1">
  <component name="bootstrapParams" type="bootstrapParams">
    <property name="hostingAdmin" value="false" type="BOOLEAN"/>
    <property name="adminHttpPort" value="5001" type="INT"/>
    <property name="storageNodeId" value="0" type="INT"/>
    <property name="hostname" value="192.168.56.101" type="STRING"/>
    <property name="registryPort" value="5000" type="INT"/>
    <property name="haPortRange" value="5010,5100" type="STRING"/>
  </component>



</config>

//Show the contents of security.policy//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# cat /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore/security.policy
grant {
 permission java.security.AllPermission;
};

Start the SNA process on the storage node NoSQL1

//Start the SNA agent on NoSQL1//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# nohup java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar start -root 
/u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore
nohup: appending output to 'nohup.out'

Now, the node NoSQL1 is ready for deployment. The status can be verified by the snaboot*.log file 
which shows the below content

08-16-12 13:20:14:673 IST INFO [snaService] Starting, configuration file: /u01/kv-
1.2.123/SBHKVstore/config.xml
08-16-12 13:20:14:811 IST INFO [snaService] Creating a Registry on port 192.168.56.101:5000
08-16-12 13:20:15:276 IST INFO [snaService] Bound to registry port 5000 using name snaService
08-16-12 13:20:15:895 IST INFO [snaService] No admin port, not starting Bootstrap Admin
08-16-12 13:20:15:895 IST INFO [snaService] Service status changed from STARTING to 
WAITING_FOR_DEPLOY

Verify the process running on the node using #jps command. Note that the process [27826] is the 
kvadmin process while the process [27774] is the kvstore SNA process.

[root@NoSQL1 lib]# jps -m
27826 ManagedService -root /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore -class Admin 
-service BootstrapAdmin.5000 -config config.xml
27774 kvstore-1.2.123.jar start -root /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore
27920 Jps -m

Similarly, the "boot config" configuration file creation and firing of the SNA agent can be done on 
nodes NoSQL2 and NoSQL3 respectively.

//Create the "boot config" configuration file on NoSQL2//
[root@NoSQL2 lib]# java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar makebootconfig 
-root /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore -port 5000 -host 192.168.56.102 -harange 
5010,5100

//Start the SNA agent on NoSQL2//
[root@NoSQL2 lib]# nohup ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar start -root /u01/kv-
1.2.123/SBHKVstore
nohup: appending output to 'nohup.out'

//Create the "boot config" configuration file on NoSQL3//
[root@NoSQL3 lib]# java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar makebootconfig 
-root /u01/kv-1.2.123/SBHKVstore -port 5000 -host 192.168.56.103 -harange 
5010,5100

//Start the SNA agent on NoSQL3//
[root@NoSQL3 lib]# nohup ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar start -root /u01/kv-
1.2.123/SBHKVstore
nohup: appending output to 'nohup.out'



Step 3: Ping the Storage Nodes from the host

Now all the three nodes are ready for deployment. Try to ping the storage nodes from the host i.e. 
NoSQL1. 

Do not misunderstand the message "No further information is available" as it appears. But it 
confirms that the SNA process is running the node which is not yet configured.

//Ping the Storage Node NoSQL1//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar ping -port 5000 -host 
192.168.56.101
SNA at hostname: 192.168.56.101, registry port: 5000 is not registered.
        No further information is available

//Ping the Storage Node NoSQL2//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar ping -port 5000 -host 
192.168.56.102
SNA at hostname: 192.168.56.102, registry port: 5000 is not registered.
        No further information is available

//Ping the Storage Node NoSQL3//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar ping -port 5000 -host 
192.168.56.103
SNA at hostname: 192.168.56.103, registry port: 5000 is not registered.
        No further information is available

Step 4: Start the KV admin and create plans to deploy datacenter, storage nodes and the 
SBHKVstore

//Start the kv administration on CLI//
[root@NoSQL1 lib]# java -jar ./kvstore-1.2.123.jar runadmin -port 5000 
-host 192.168.56.101

The first step is to configure the kvstore using "configure [store name]" command. 

//Configure the store//
kv-> configure SBHKVstore

Oracle NoSQL database configuration can be carried out either from the CLI or the web based 
interface. In both the cases, the configuration is done by the creation and execution of "plans". A 
plan is a direction to the kvadmin to perform certain activity in lieu of kvstore configuration. A plan 
can exist in PENDING, APPROVED, RUNNING, SUCCEEDED, ERROR, INTERRUPTED, and 
CANCELLED status. 

Our first "plan" deploys the datacenter "SBH-PTS" as shown below. Note that the kvadmin console 
returns the plan id after the successful execution of the plan. 

//Create and execute plan to deploy the datacenter SBH-PTS//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy SBHKVstore" deploy-datacenter "SBH-PTS" 
"Comment-KVStore by Saurabh"
1

We use "show plans" or "show plan [plan number]" command to list all/individual plan(s) issued by 
the kvadmin, along with their latest status. 

//List all the plans//



kv-> show plans
   1 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED

The "plan 2" deploys the first storage node NoSQL1.

//Create and execute plan to deploy storage node NoSQL1 in the store//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy Node01" deploy-sn 1 192.168.56.101 5000 
"Comment-Deployed Node01"
2

//Get the list of plans//
kv-> show plans          
   1 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED
   2 Deploy Node01            SUCCEEDED

We use "show topology" command to display the current topology of the store.

//Check the store topology//
kv-> show topology
dc=[dc1] name=SBH-PTS
 sn=[sn1]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.101:5000 status=RUNNING

Every storage node must have the administration process to complete the creation of a database 
on the node. The "plan 3" deploys the admin process for the last deployed storage node NoSQL1.

//Create and execute plan to deploy admin process for NoSQL1 storage node//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy Admin Node01" deploy-admin 1 5001
3

//List the plans//
kv-> show plans
   1 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED
   2 Deploy Node01            SUCCEEDED
   3 Deploy Admin Node01      SUCCEEDED

The "plan 4" deploys the second storage node NoSQL2 in the store.

//Create and execute plan to deploy storage node NoSQL2 in the store//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy Node02" deploy-sn 1 192.168.56.102 5000 
"Comment-Deployed Node02"
4

//List the plans//
kv-> show plans   
   1 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED
   2 Deploy Node01            SUCCEEDED
   3 Deploy Admin Node01      SUCCEEDED
   4 Deploy Node02            SUCCEEDED

//As a new storage node is added, let us check the topology//
kv-> show topology
dc=[dc1] name=SBH-PTS
 sn=[sn1]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.101:5000 status=RUNNING
 sn=[sn2]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.102:5000 status=RUNNING

The "plan 5" deploys the third storage node NoSQL3 in the store.



//Create and execute plan to deploy storage node NoSQL3 in the store//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy Node03" deploy-sn 1 192.168.56.103 5000 
"Comment-Deployed Node03"
5

//List the plans//
kv-> show plans
   1 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED
   2 Deploy Node01            SUCCEEDED
   3 Deploy Admin Node01      SUCCEEDED
   4 Deploy Node02            SUCCEEDED
   5 Deploy Node03            SUCCEEDED

Create the administration process for the storage nodes NoSQL2 and NoSQL3.

//Create and execute plan to deploy admin process for NoSQL2 storage node//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy Admin Node02" deploy-admin 2 5001
6

//Create and execute plan to deploy admin process for NoSQL3 storage node//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy Admin Node03" deploy-admin 3 5001
7

The storage node deployment has been done. Our proposed store configuration is over and we 
shall verify the final topology as below.

//Now all the storage nodes have been attached to the store. Let us check the final topology//
kv-> show topology
dc=[dc1] name=SBH-PTS
 sn=[sn1]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.101:5000 status=RUNNING
 sn=[sn2]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.102:5000 status=RUNNING
 sn=[sn3]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.103:5000 status=RUNNING

We will create a node pool to hold the available storage nodes during store deployment. 

//Create a pool of nodes//
kv-> addpool MySNPool

//Add storage node 1 to the pool//
kv-> joinpool MySNPool 1
AllStorageNodes: sn1 sn2 sn3 
MySNPool: sn1 

//Add storage node 2 to the pool//
kv-> joinpool MySNPool 2
AllStorageNodes: sn1 sn2 sn3 
MySNPool: sn1 sn2 

//Add storage node 3 to the pool//
kv-> joinpool MySNPool 3
AllStorageNodes: sn1 sn2 sn3 
MySNPool: sn1 sn2 sn3 

//List the pools in the store//
kv-> show pools



AllStorageNodes: sn1 sn2 sn3 
MySNPool: sn1 sn2 sn3 

The final step i.e. The deployment of store. Note that this is one time activity in the entire life cycle 
of the store. The replication factor [3] and number of partitions [100] must be specified while 
deplying the store. Since our replication factor is 3 with three storage nodes, only one logical 
replication group will be created.

//Deploy the store SBHKVstore using the pool MySNPool//
kv-> plan -execute -name "Deploy SBHKVstore" deploy-store MySNPool 3 100

//List the plans//
kv-> show plans
   1 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED
   2 Deploy Node01            SUCCEEDED
   3 Deploy Admin Node01      SUCCEEDED
   4 Deploy Node02            SUCCEEDED
   5 Deploy Node03            SUCCEEDED
   6 Deploy Admin Node02      SUCCEEDED
   7 Deploy Admin Node03      SUCCEEDED
   8 Deploy SBHKVstore        SUCCEEDED

After the store deployment, the topology listing would display additional information i.e. the 
replication node sequence in the current replication group.

//Store topology after the store deployment//
kv-> show topology
dc=[dc1] name=SBH-PTS
 sn=[sn1]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.101:5000 status=RUNNING
   rn=[rg1-rn1] sn=sn1 status=RUNNING
 sn=[sn2]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.102:5000 status=RUNNING
   rn=[rg1-rn2] sn=sn2 status=RUNNING
 sn=[sn3]  dc=dc1 192.168.56.103:5000 status=RUNNING
   rn=[rg1-rn3] sn=sn3 status=RUNNING

The store has been deployed successfully. 

The article details step by step demonstration of the configuration and deployment process. 
However, the process could have been also carried out by using a script which contains all the 
plans required for the store configuration and deployment. The single script which can be used for 
the deployment of SBHKVstore looks as below

### Begin Script ###
configure SBHKVstore
plan -execute -name "Deploy SBHKVstore" deploy-datacenter "SBH-PTS" "Comment-KVStore by Saurabh"
plan -execute -name "Deploy Node01" deploy-sn 1 192.168.56.101 5000 "Comment-Deployed Node01"
plan -execute -name "Deploy Admin Node01" deploy-admin 1 5001
plan -execute -name "Deploy Node02" deploy-sn 1 192.168.56.102 5000 "Comment-Deployed Node02"
plan -execute -name "Deploy Node03" deploy-sn 1 192.168.56.103 5000 "Comment-Deployed Node03"
plan -execute -name "Deploy Admin Node02" deploy-admin 2 5001
plan -execute -name "Deploy Admin Node03" deploy-admin 3 5001
quit
### End Script ###

The script can be included in the "runadmin" command to configure and deploy the store in single 
batch operation as shown below.

#java -jar KVHOME/lib/kvstore.jar runadmin -port 5000 -host 192.169.56.101 -script scrpt.txt



Verifying the kvstore
As stated earlier, the Oracle NoSQL kvstore supports HTML based GUI admin console for store 
configuration and admin activities. The admin console can be opened from a web browser using 
below link

http://adminnode:adminport 

In our demonstration, we have used NoSQL1 i.e. 192.168.56.101 as "adminnode" and 5001 as 
"adminport", we can open GUI admin console using the link http://192.168.56.101:5001 or 
http://localhost:5001.

Let us check out few of the screen shots from the admin console

1. Verify the SBHKVstore topology and configuration

The screenshot from the first tab "Topology" provides the pictorial view of the store. Click the 
"Verify Configuration" button to verify the store configuration.

2. Verify the plans used for store configuration.

The screenshot from the second tab "Plans & Configuration" shows the plan history and their 
status. 

Note that the right section has "Create a Plan" drop down action field. It can be used to create, 
approve, and execute all sorts of plans in the store.

http://localhost:5001/
http://192.168.56.101:5001/


3. Logs generated during the store activity

The screenshot from the third tab "Logs" shows the log generated throughout the deployment 
process.

4. Verify the node pool arrangement in the store

The screenshot from the fourth tab "Manage Pools" shows the storage node pools in the 
SBHKVstore. It also offers the utility to create pool, add nodes, delete nodes and delete pools.



Conclusion
The Oracle NoSQL kvstore deployment has been demonstrated. Oracle NoSQL offers schema 
less storage model with much easier maintenance and management but promises high availability 
with no single point of failure.
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